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Gidget

Gidget
Gidget is a NPC played by Kai.
Gidget
Species:
NH-29
Gender:
Female
Age:
Born YE 29
Height:
5'6“
Weight:
120 lbs
Organization:
Fifth Fleet
Occupation:
Platoon CO, Mission Coordinator
Rank:
Taii
Current Placement:
Squad 6

Physical Characteristics
Height: 5'6”
Mass: 120 lbs
Measurements: C cup
Build and Skin Color: Gidget has an athletic build, lithe and strong, but not at all muscular, with long
legs and arms. Her skin tone is Caucasian in origin, but has a tan that suggests she spends a lot of time
outdoors- this is not in fact true, as her Neko skin remains the same tone regardless of exposure.
Eyes and Facial Features: Gidget has a heart-shaped face, and larger almond-shaped eyes, which are
greyish-green in color.
Ears: Gidget has human-style ears rather than Neko-style ears.
Hair Color and Style: Gidget has short, wavy, platinum-blonde hair which is styled in what appears to
be a very voluminous bob-cut. it hangs just below her ears, and while mostly kept tame, strands of hair
do occasionally make their way over her face.
Distinguishing Features: Short, wavy blonde hair.

Psychological Characteristics
Personality: Gidget has what could be described as a Chipper personality. She is prone to chatter if
given the time, but like all Nekovalkyrja, has a sense of duty that lets her focus on what needs to get
done. SHe tends to be easily excitable and enjoys the company of others, as well as being in the
spotlight, though she doesn't take pleasure in taking the spotlight from someone else. Gidget is always
willing to make friends and tends to remember every person she's ever met.
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Likes: Singing, dancing, the company of others, making friends.
Dislikes: Sour vegetables, The Mishhu, people taking things that belong to others.
Goals: Gidget wants to be an intergalactic pop-star some day.

History
Family (or Creators)
Yamatai, Fifth Fleet
Pre-RP
Gidget's career started oﬀ as a basic Power armor infantry, ﬁrst using a Harpy, but soon graduating to
the tougher Daisy armor. She served in both Mishhu wars, her speaking skills and high energy level
making her a stand-out for a mission coordinator, and she rose the the ranks, ﬁrst as a ﬁreteam lead,
then a squad lead, bringing her to her current position as the CO of a Platoon.

Skills
Like all Nekovalkyrja, Gidget knows how to use a power armor, and is skilled in combat both hand-tohand and with weapons of various types and sizes. Gidget is very experienced, having participated in a
large number of engagements, and is very eﬀective on the battleﬁeld. Gidget is also skilled in
communications above and beyond the standard for Infantry, and can command and coordinate troops
quite eﬀectively. Outside of combat, Gidget is skilled in entertainment; she has a great singing voice and
can dance very well.
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